DINER Insights

Capitalise on the
surge in diner demand
this summer
More than 1,000 diners told us how they feel
about dining out this summer and what
matters most when they choose restaurants

As restaurants reopen and continue to navigate evershifting city, state, and national restrictions, one thing is
certain: diners are itching to be back in restaurants.  



OpenTable has been connecting hungry diners with great
restaurants for more than 20 years. Despite what seems
like endless challenges, diners and restaurants keep
supporting each other. As the industry starts on the road
to recovery, we’re reminding diners that they don’t need a
reason to go out, they just need a restaurant.  



Dealing with returning diner demand while navigating
staffing shortages and ongoing regulations requires
efficient operations. Tapping into diner insights helps
restaurants make decisions about how to have the biggest
impact, plan ahead, and make sure seats are full. 



OpenTable conducted a diner survey in Australia to take
the pulse of how diners are feeling about the return to
dining, so restaurants can make informed decisions. Let’s
dig into the data.



 


People are hungry for restaurants

Frequent diners are eager
to return to restaurants



71%
say they have or will resume their
regular dining habits by the end of
2021. And that number is expected
to be 86% by the end of March 2022

TIP
OpenTable saw searches for restaurants increase by 85%* in the first
three months after restaurants reopened in 2020. With people eager
to return to dining out, now is the time to get yourself in front of
millions of diners with OpenTable, the world’s largest diner network.

And dining out isn’t
the only way they’re
enjoying restaurants

33%
say they’re ordering takeaway from
restaurants for dinner at least once a
week (26% for lunch)

TIP
Showcase your takeaway and delivery options on your OpenTable
profile, website, and social media.

*The number of searches for restaurants on OpenTable in November 2020-February 2021 in Australia.

Diners choose restaurants
based on menus

Helping diners discover the best place to go is more important than ever. Let’s dive into
what people care about. 


The menu is key


74%

say the menu is very important when
choosing a restaurant

And they want to stay
in-the-know



73%

say they’re interested in receiving menu
updates from their favourite restaurants


TIP
Keep your menu updated everywhere you
have a presence—your website, profile, social
media, and storefront.

Did you know? When you update your menu on OpenTable, we’ll notify diners who
have dined with you through their personalised Newsfeed.

People want updates via email
and OpenTable



Communicating with guests helps you manage your time and prevent dining disasters.
Here’s how people want to communicate with restaurants.

Diners check their inboxes

67%

And OpenTable too

27%

say they want to receive emails with
restaurant updates

say they want to receive updates
via OpenTable


TIP

TIP

Send automatic email and SMS
confirmations (based on the user’s
preferences) to your guests.

Update your OpenTable profile with the
latest menus, takeaway, experiences,
delivery options, availability, and photos.

They want to communicate
with restaurants, too 



74%

say they want to easily modify or cancel a
reservation, followed by letting the
restaurant know they’re running late
(58%), they’re celebrating a special
occasion (57%), and they have a special
request (56%)


TIP
Use Direct Messaging to confirm
reservation details and manage special
requests with your guests ahead of time.


Happy hours and experiences
are heating up


With people ready to dine out again—and a general delight at being able to—let’s find out
how they choose restaurants.

They influence where

And they want to be in the

people choose to dine

know about them

23%

49%

say new happy hour or special

say they want to stay in-the-know

experiences are very important

when restaurants offer new happy

when choosing a restaurant, with

hour or special experiences



an additional 50% saying it’s
somewhat important 


TIP
Add happy hour and special menu items using experiences, and they’ll be featured
on your OpenTable profile.


The kind of experiences Aussies are seeking this summer


91%

Dine at their favourite restaurants

56%

Order special menu items

48%

Experience tasting menus
Live entertainment (i.e. dinner

39%

show, live band, dancing)

38%

Go to happy hours
Want wine and beer tastings

31%

Grow your guest relationships



With 71% of diners saying they will return to normal dining habits by the end of 2021, it’s
important to keep them informed, so they keep coming back. How often do they want to hear
from their favourite restaurants?

Diners want to hear
from restaurants



Once a week
Every couple of weeks
Once a month

34%
20%
26%

TIP
Build your guest database and automate email campaigns based on the diner's dining
preferences. You can also plug-in email service providers such as Mailchimp and Emma.



Keep a pulse on latest industry trends using
country-, state-, and city-level data and insights on
OpenTable’s state of the industry hub.


Join our reliable, easy-to-use restaurant
management platform. Manage your operations in
one place and get guests when you need them most.
Get started with OpenTable today.


About the survey

OpenTable surveyed over 1,000 diners in Australia on the OpenTable network
between 1 October, 2021 and 13 October, 2021.

